
The DevOps team is
responsible for ensuring that
software development is
frictionless and secure, but
adding security can often
mean creating hurdles for
developers, which may
result in choosing between
'developer quality of life' or
'secure development'.

Securing the development ecosystem by continuously
managing permissions, ensuring least privilege, preventing
secrets in code, and detecting anomalous developer behavior. 

T H E  D E V O P S
C H A L L E N G E  

ARNICA, FOR DEVOPS 

O U R  A P P R O A C H

Developer security, not developer friction . Empower
developers with the ability to fix newly introduced hardcoded
secrets with one click. Use a rich workflow to respond to
anomalous developer behavior, such as adding a Pull Request
reviewer where a potentially malicious commit exists.

Permissions management, but 10x better. Automate
permissions management and empower developers with self-
service permissions requests in Slack and Teams, expediting
the process of granting and gaining access to source code.

Automatically
reduce excessive
permissions to
minimize risk and
reduce operational
overhead with self-
service access via
Slack or Teams. 

AUTOMATE
PERMISSIONS
MANAGEMENT

A R N I C A  C O R E  P R O D U C T  V A L U E

Continuously
monitor the
security and
compliance of your
development
environment. 

CONTINUOUS
PERMISSION
COMPLIANCE

Intelligently
configure branch
protection policies
and access based
on historical
behavior, per
developer.

BEHAVIOR-BASED
POLICY
ENFORCEMENT

Save on excessive
licensing costs by
minimizing
excessive and
unused permissions
across your tool
stack. 

ELIMINATE
EXCESSIVE
LICENSING COST

Our team can now manage
permissions without
requiring developers to do
anything except request
permissions through Slack
when needed. This is not a
barrier. Developers like
this.

Johnathan Jaffe

CISO @ Lemonade

Simplify DevOps governance .
Build intelligent, behavior-
based branch protection
policies, automate user access
reviews for speed and
security, demonstrate
permissions compliance
adherence in real-time, and
eliminate unnecessary
licensing costs by minimizing
excessive and unused
permissions. 

... .all in Arnica. 

Get started!

https://www.linkedin.com/company/arnica-io/
https://www.arnica.io/
https://app.arnica.io/
https://app.arnica.io/
https://twitter.com/ArnicaIO

